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Science Objectives: For several
decades, the nature of thorium anomalies
associated with the South Pole – Aitken
Basin (SPA) on the lunar farside has been
debated [1-3]. Recently, integrated
remote sensing analyses incorporating
mineralogy, elemental chemistry, impact
models, geologic context, and dynamical
models of early lunar evolution suggest
that observed thorium-bearing materials
are ancient mantle ejecta excavated
during the SPA-forming impact [4].
The lunar sample collection does not
currently include any confirmed mantle
materials [5]. Therefore, identifying,
sampling, and characterizing mantle
materials is among the highest priorities
in lunar science [6]. This will enable
scientists to address a broad range of
fundamental, high-priority planetary
science
relevant
to
primary
differentiation, thermal evolution, and
hemispherical dichotomies. SPA Thbearing materials currently represent the
highest-confidence exposures of lunar
mantle materials currently preserved on
Fig. 1: Thorium abundance7 across the South Pole – Aitken Basin
the surface.
reveals the distribution of ancient KREEP-bearing mantle ejecta4.
Proposed Landing Areas: SPA is ~4
Notable features are labeled, and mare basalts are shaded grey8.
gyr or older, and its ejecta blanket was
subject to billions of years of subsequent geological
(SPACA), and Mafic Mound [8-10]) are associated with
evolution, resulting in significant dilution and
local Th minima. Large basins (Apollo, Ingenii) appear
obscuration[4]. However, geologically recent impacts
to have completely excavated through the SPA ejecta
have re-excavated SPA mantle ejecta from beneath the
blanket and are associated with low Th.
mixed and diluted regolith, resulting in a pattern of local
Required Capabilities: Because mantle materials
Th maxima across SPA (Fig. 1). The two highestare not currently represented in the lunar sample
abundance Th hotspots are associated with the ejecta of
collection, these are highest-priority samples that justify
Birkeland and Oresme V craters in NW SPA. These
sample return of at least 1 kg of >1 cm rocklets, enabling
represent the most attractive landing sites for obtaining
analyses in a full suite of terrestrial laboratories with
ancient SPA mantle ejecta. However, these sites are not
diverse capabilities.
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